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I\STRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE:

Tlus question paper consists of 10 questions.

.\nsu'er all questions.

A11 answers must be written in the ans\yer booklet provided. Use a new page for each
question.

The full marks for each question or section are shown in the bracket at the end of the question
or section.

All steps must be shown clearl1,.

Only non-programmable scientit-rc calculators can be used.

Numerical answers may be sir en in ihe lbrm of t, e, svrd, fractions or up to three significant
figures, where appropriate. unless stated othenvise in the question.
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LIST OF MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE

Statistics

For ungrouped data, the hh percentile,

(

l'(r)+x(s+r)
P' - ) , ' lI 't ls an lnteger
'tt- 1

L'(trl) . ifsisanon-integer

where t = ry-:! and I s ] : the ieast inteeer sreater than k.
100

l( t\,-r, ,-l
For grouped data. the hh perce:rr:le-. . p = L, -'\ I00/ "-' 

1 ,.
,fol
'l
-l

Variance

. Ii..,-11f.r.,)'
: n'L-': :'

n-l

Binomial Distribution

X - B(n, p)

f (X = *) ='C,p'(l- p)'-' , x =0,1,2,3,...,n

Poisson Distribution

x - P(),)

p(x = x)-e-^)", x=0,1,2,3,...
x!
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I Given P(A) : 0.5, P(B) : 0.6 and P(Au B) : 0.8. Calculate the probability that both

events A and B occur. Hence, verify that A and B are independent events.

16 marksl

2 Six yellow balls are labeled with numbers l, 2, 3,4, 5 and 6, and four red balls are

labeled with letters P, Q, R and S. All the ten balls are of similar size. In how many

different ways can one

(a) arrange all the balls in a straight line such that balls of the same colour are

next to each other?

12 marl<sl

O) choose and arrange equal number of yellow and red balls in a straight line

zuch that balls of the same colour are next to each other?

[4 marks]

3 A t€am of four members qill be formed by selecting randomly from a goup

consisting of four stud€nts and six lecturcrs.

calculate the numberof differcmways to form ateam consisting of

(a) no students at all.

[2 marlcs)

(b) equal number of students and iecturers.

[2 marks]

(c) more students than lecturers.

12 marks)

.>
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4 The frequency distribution of the age (in years) of 80 patients in a clinic is given in

the table below.

Age 10-15 15 - 20 20 -25 25 -30 30-35 35-40

Number of
Patients

5 15 24 18 10 8

Find the mean and mode. Hence. calculate and interpret Pearson's coefficient of

skewness given that the standard der iation is 6.798 years.

l7 marl<sl

5 On the average, a hospital rmeives 6 emergency calls in l5 minutes. It is assumed that

the number of emergency calls received follows the Poisson distribution.

(a) Find the prrobability that

r :.: ncre than 15 emergency calls are received in an hour.

[3 marl<s)

:: the hospital will receive the first emergency call between 9.00 am and

9.05 am.

13 marlrsl

(b) FinJ the number of emergency calls received, m, if it is known that the

probabilitv at most m emergency calls received in half an hour is 0.155.

14 marks)
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6 The following is the stem-and-leaf diagram for a sample of heights (in cm) of a type

of herbal plant. All observations are integers.

13

t4
15

16

t7
19

23

loo
I

588
0258
0688
l5
2

0

.t.S 
(a) Calculate the mean.

12 marks)

(b) Find the vaiues of the median, flust and third quartiles.

14 marlrsl

(c) Constnrct tbe box-and-whiskers plot and comment on the data distribution.

[6 marksl

J
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7 It is found that30o/o of the population of an island are overweight. Among the

overweight, the probability of those who do not have any chronic illness is 0.4 and

among those who are not overweight, the probability that they do not have any

chronic illness is 0.65.

Draw a tree diagram to represent the given information.

l2 marks)

(a) Hence, if a person is randomly chosen from that population, find the

probability that he

(i) does not have any chronic illness.

12 marl<sl

(ii) is overweight knowing that he does not have any chronic illness.

12 marksl

(b) If nvo persons are randomlr chosen tiom the population, find the probability

that

(i) both of them do not have any chronic illness.

[2 marla]

(ii) only one of them has chronic illness.

12 marksl

(iii) at least one of them does not have any chronic illness.

12 marl<s)
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8 The probability that a type of antibiotics can cure a certain disease is 0.95.

(a) If five patients are given the antibiotics, find the probability that

(i) exactly three patients are cured after finishing the course of antibiotics.

[3 marks]

(ii) at least one patient is cured after finishing the course of antibiotics.

12 marlal

(b) If 500 patients are given the antibiotics, find the

(i) probability that more than 480 patients are cured.

14 marksl

(ii) largest possible vaiue n such that the probability that at least r patients

recovered alter tlnlshrns the course of antibiotics is 0.9.

14 marksl

15
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A nurse works five days in a week. The number of days in a week she works overtime

is a discrete random variableXwith probability function

,,rr={

al:.' - il.1l I'
J

Li(' - 2),
J'
L:(.r - 1).
a\/
J

x =0,1,2

x =3r4

x=5

where ,t is a constant, Shou'that

13 morks)

(a) Find the probabilln' she ri orks o\ errime everyday in a week.

12 marl<sl

tb r Canculate the rrlbalil::. that she ur11 u-ork overtime for at least three days in

a n'Eg['

12 marksl

(c) Determine the most likely number of day's in rveek she will work overtime.

12 marl<s)

(d) Find the expected number of day in week she will work overtime. Hence,

evaluate E(3X+1).

14 marks)

k=!
5
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10 The continuous random variable Xhas the cumulative distribution function

[o'- 'r<o
.E(x)=laV.r, - 3.r:. 0 <x <1

lr, .r>l
t

where a is constant. Shou'that a = -1.

12 marl<sl

Hence,

C (a) calculate the mean ad vaime ofX.

o) r"a rlx - E(x).*]

16 marlul

12 marlcsl

(c) if I: 4X-3, find the E(f and Var(y).

15 marlal

END OF QUESTIONS PAPER
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